
Reproducing the observed Cosmic microwave background anisotropies withcausal scaling seedsR. Durrer1, M. Kunz2, A. Melchiorri21D�epartement de Physique Th�eorique, Universit�e de Gen�eve, 24 quai Ernest Ansermet, CH-1211 Gen�eve 4, Switzerland2Astrophysics, Oxford University, Keble Road, Oxford OX1 3RH, UKAbstractDuring the last years it has become clear that global O(N) defects and U(1) cosmic strings donot lead to the pronounced �rst acoustic peak in the power spectrum of anisotropies of the cosmicmicrowave background which has recently been observed to high accuracy. Inationary modelscannot easily accommodate the low second peak indicated by the data. Here we construct causalscaling seed models which reproduce the �rst and second peak. Future, more precise CMB anisotropyand polarization experiments will however be able to distinguish them from the ordinary adiabaticmodels.PACS: 98.80-k, 98.80Hw, 98.80CqI. INTRODUCTIONInation and topological defects are two classes ofmodels to explain the origin of large scale structure inthe universe. In inationary models, for �xed cosmolog-ical parameters the uctuation spectrum is determinedby the initial conditions. In models with topological de-fects or other types of seeds, uctuations in the cosmicplasma and in the geometry are continuously induced bythe gravitational coupling to the seed energy momentumtensor.Cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropiesprovide a excellent link between theoretical predictionsand observational data. They allow us to distinguishbetween inationary perturbations and models with de-fects by purely linear analysis. On large angular scales,both classes of models predict an approximately scale-invariant Harrison-Zel'dovich spectrum [1,2]. For in-ationary models this can be seen analytically. Scale-invariance for defects was discovered numerically [3{5];simple analytical arguments are given e.g. in [6].On smaller angular scales (100<��<�2�), the predic-tions of ination and global O(N) defects are di�erent.While inationary models predict a series of 'acousticpeaks', global O(N) defects show a low amplitude broad'hump' [7{9]. For local U(1) cosmic strings, the result isnot so clear. Depending on the detailed modeling of lo-cal cosmic strings, the resulting acoustic peaks are quitedi�erent. The peak can be entirely absent [5] or presentand even quite substantial, but at an angular harmonic` � 400 { 500 [10{12].Recent experiments [13{16] have measured CMBanisotropies which are fully compatible with a at adi-abatic inationary model on the scale of the �rst peakand incompatible with the above mentioned defect mod-els. However, the second peak is too low for values ofthe baryon density that are within the constraints in-ferred from standard nucleosynthesis. Combining the

recent BOOMERanG and MAXIMA-I data with infor-mations from the distribution of galaxies, a value of
bh2 = 0:032�0:004 was found in [21] (see also [17{20]),which is incompatible at nearly 3� with the value 
bh2 =0:0189�0:0019 [22] inferred mainly from measurements ofprimordial deuterium from Ly-alpha absorption systemsin the continuum emission of 3 high redshift quasars.Even if it is fair to say that the possibility of systematicerrors in all these data sets needs further investigation,several, mainly phenomenological, mechanisms have beenput forward to solve the problem of the low second peak.The simplest is clearly to modify standard nucleosynthe-sis so that a higher value of the baryon density parameter,which leads to a suppression of even peaks becomes ac-ceptable [23{27]. Another suggestion is to modify one ofthe 'pillars' of the inationary model, the nearly scale-invariant primordial spectrum of uctuations by addingfeatures on it [28,29]. Also models with 
bh2 = 0:019and with a 'red' tilted spectral index n � 0:9, even ifnot preferred with respect to the 
bh2 = 0:03 and n = 1models, give a reasonable �2-�t to present data (see, e.g.[30{33]). Furthermore, in Ref. [34,35] it has been foundthat a time-varying �ne-structure constant can increasethe compatibility between CMB and BBN data. Finally,a combination of ination with topological defects whichcan contribute to the Sachs-Wolfe plateau and to the �rstpeak but not to the second or third peak, has also beenproposed [36,37] as a possible resolution to the problemof the low secondary peaks.Here we want to investigate whether generic de-fect models, the so-called 'causal scaling seeds' mod-els, can reproduce the new data. A couple of yearsago, Neil Turok constructed a model with scaling causalseeds which perfectly reproduced the CMB anisotropyspectrum of inationary models [38]. Other synthesizedcausal seed models with various heights of the acousticpeaks are discussed in [39,40]. Spergel & Zaldarriaga ar-gued that causal seeds can nevertheless be distinguished1



from inationary models by the induced polarization [41].Our investigations con�rm and extend this result. Buthere we shall not only play with some parameters describ-ing the model, but we also vary cosmological parameters,especially the total curvature which basically determinesthe angular diameter distance and thereby the angularscale onto which the peaks in the power spectrum areprojected.II. UNEQUAL TIME CORRELATORS, SEEDPARAMETERSLet us �rst de�ne the notion of 'causal scaling seeds'.Seeds are an inhomogeneously distributed form of energyand momentum, which provide a perturbation to the ho-mogeneous background uid. In �rst order perturbationtheory they evolve according to the unperturbed (in gen-eral non-linear) equations of motion. For simplicity, weassume the seeds to be coupled to the cosmic uid onlyvia gravity. A counter example to this are U(1) cos-mic strings. Then the resulting CMB anisotropy powerspectrum, especially the height of the �rst acoustic peak,depends very sensitively on the details of the coupling ofstring seeds to matter [11,43].For uncoupled seeds the energy momentum tensor iscovariantly conserved. To determine power spectra orother expectation values which are quadratic in the cos-mic perturbations, we just need to know the unequal timecorrelation functions of the seed energy momentum ten-sor [42,9],h���(k; �)����(k0; �0)i =M4C����(k; �; �0)�(k � k0) ;(1)where M is a typical energy scale of the seeds (e.g. thesymmetry breaking scale for topological defects) whichdetermines the overall perturbation amplitude. Seedsare causal, if C����(x; �; �0) vanishes for jxj > � + �0;and they are scaling, if C depends on no other dimen-sional parameter than k, � and �0. Using energy momen-tum conservation, statistical isotropy and symmetries,one can then reduce C����(k; �; �0) to �ve functions ofthe variables z2 = k2��0 and r = �0=�, which are (aconsequence of causality) analytic in z2 [42]. Three ofthese variables describe scalar degrees of freedom, onerepresents vector and one tensor contributions to thesource correlator C. As in Ref. [9], we parameterizethe scalar part by the Bardeen potentials of the source,� � 4�GM2 = 4�(M=MPl)2,h	(k; �)	�(k; �0)i = �2p��0k4P1(z; r) (2)h�(k; �)��(k; �0)i = �2p��0k4P2(z; r) (3)h	(k; �)��(k; �0)i = �2p��0k4P3(z; r) : (4)

The vector and tensor contributions are described by twofunctions �(z; r) and F (z; r) (see Ref. [42] from moredetails).Clearly, the parameter space provided by these �vefunctions (of two variables) is still enormous and it israther impossible to investigate. For a realistic model,the parameter space is even larger due to the radiation-matter transition which breaks scale invariance: the seedfunctions can be di�erent in the radiation and in thematter era. For global O(N) defects this di�erence turnsout not to be very important (less than about 20% [9])it may, however, go to factors of 2 and more for cosmicstrings [44].The topological defect models studied so far, su�erfrom the relatively high amplitude of vector and ten-sor perturbations which contribute to the Sachs-Wolfeplateau but not to the acoustic peaks. This is the mainreasons why these models show no signi�cant acousticpeaks [9]. Here, we try to �nd a causal scaling seed modelwhich �ts the CMB anisotropy data, hence vector andtensor modes have to be suppressed. For simplicity, weset � = F = 0 in this study. In this case, the sum �+	which is due to the anisotropic stresses in the defect en-ergy momentum tensor is suppressed by a factor z2 onlarge scales, z � 1 [42]. In a �rst attempt we simply set	 = ��, which implies P1 = P2 = �P3 � P .Another problem of topological defects is 'decoher-ence': the coupling of di�erent k-modes in the defect en-ergy momentum tensor, which is due to non-linear evolu-tion, 'smears out' distinct features like peaks in the CMBanisotropy spectrum into broad humps [45,9]. To avoidthis we restrict our study to so called 'perfectly coherent'models where the the unequal time correlator P is simplythe product of the square roots of the two correspondingequal time correlators at � and �0,P (z; r) =qP (pz2r; 1)P (pz2=r; 1) (5)This is strictly correct if and only if the time evolutionof the source is linear.In our numerical study described below we investigatetwo families of models.Family ITo enhance the acoustic peak, we use seeds which arelarger in the radiation era than in the matter era.Pr(z; 1) = t1 + (bz)6 (6)Pm(z; 1) = 11 + (bz)6 ; (7)where here the subscripts r and m indicate the radiationand matter era respectively. The parameters t and b arevaried to obtain the best �t and the amplitude � is de-termined by the overall normalization.Family IIThe second family of models is inspired by Ref. [38],which studies spherical exploding shells with � + 3p /2



�(r � A�). To formulate the model we use the sourcefunctions de�ned in Ref. [46] which determine scalar per-turbations of the energy momentum tensor of the seeds,��� : �00 =M2f� ; �0j = iM2fvkj ;�ij =M2[fp�ij � (kikj � k23 �ij)f�]The source functions f� of our models are then given byf�+3fp = 1��1=2 sin(Ak�)Ak�fv = E(�)k2�3=2 3C2 �cos(Ck�) � sin(Ck�)Ck� �with � = (_a=a)� and E = (4 � 2=�)=(3 � 12�). Thefunctions f� and f� are then determined by energy mo-mentum conservation [46],_f� + k2fv + �� (f� + 3fp) = 0_fv + 2�� fv � fp + 23k2f� = 0 :The function E is chosen such that the power spectrumof f� is white noise on super horizon scales, a conditionwhich is required for purely scalar causal seeds [42]. Thisleads to the Bardeen potentials [46]� = �k2 (f� + 3�� fv) ; (8)	 = ��� 2�f� : (9)Here the seed functions are actually not given as randomvariables but as square-roots of power spectra, and onehas always to keep in mind that we assume perfect co-herence. Of course one can also regard Eqs. (8,9) as merede�nitions withP1(z; 1) = �k4(	)2=�2 ; (10)P2(z; 1) = �k4(�)2=�2 ; (11)P3(z; 1) = �k4	�=�2 = �pP1(z; 1)P2(z; 1) : (12)With a somewhat lengthy calculation one can verify thatE is chosen such that f� / const. for z � 1 and thefunctions Pi(z; 1) are analytic in z2 = (k�)2. This familyof models is described by the parameters A and C, whichhave to satisfy 0 < A; C � 1 for causality. Also here onecan choose di�erent amplitudes for the source functionsin the radiation and matter era by introduction of theadditional parameter t 6= 1.III. ANGULAR DIAMETER DISTANCE,COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERSSeeds generically produce isocurvature perturbations.These models, for a at universe, predict a position of

the �rst peak at ` � 350, which is de�nitely incompati-ble with the recent CMB observations ( [47], [48]). How-ever, the tight constraints on the atness of the universeobtained from CMB data analysis are based on the as-sumption of adiabatic primordial uctuations. Using thisloophole, it is possible to construct closed �-dominatedisocurvature models which have the �rst acoustic peak inthe observed position.For a given seed-model, the position of the �rst acous-tic peak is determined primarily by the angle subtendedby the acoustic horizon �ac at decoupling time, �dec. Theangle under which a given comoving scale � at confor-mal time �dec is seen on the sky is given by �(�) =�=�(�0 � �dec), where�(y) = 8<: sin(y) if K > 0sinh(y) if K < 0y if K = 0 :(K denotes the curvature of 3-space.)As the harmonic number ` is inversely proportional to theangle �, this yields `peak ' R`atpeak where R = �atac =�ac .The well-known expressions for the conformal time (seee.g. Ref. [49]) �dec and �0 are�dec = 2pj
K j
mp
rad +
m=(zdec + 1)�0 ��dec =pj
K jZ zdec0 dz[
m(1+z)3 +
K(1+z)2 +
�]1=2which leads to�atac � �ac(
m = 1;
� = 0;
K = 0)= cs�dec=(�0 � �dec)= csp
rad + 1=(zdec + 1) ;where cs = 1=p3(1 + 3
b=4
rad(1 + zdec)) denotes theadiabatic sound speed of the baryon/photon plasma atdecoupling. We then �ndR = 12 
mp
rad + 1=(zdec + 1)pj
K jp
rad +
m=(zdec + 1)�(�0 ��dec) : (13)Neglecting 
rad this reduces to the result of Ref. [50] (thefactor 1=2 is missing in their formula),R = 12s 
mj
K j�(�0 ��dec):An interesting point is that for 
m ! 0 the quantityR depends very sensitively on 
�. Thus, we can haveimportant shifts in the power spectrum, R � 0:6 say,with relatively small deviations from atness (
m = 0:3,
� = 0:9, 
K = �0:2). In Ref. [50] the authors haveshown that the simple prescription ` ! R` reproducesthe CMB power spectra for curved universes within afew percent. On lines of constant R, CMB power spectra3



are nearly degenerate. In this study we use this simpleprescription to rescale the at spectrum. Thereby, wemake sure that the value of 
m used in the spectrumcalculation agrees roughly with the value preferred by ourbest �t value of R and the super-novae constraint [51],which can be cast in the form 
m ' 0:75
� � 0:25. 
mdetermines the time of equal matter and radiation andthus inuences the early integrated Sachs-Wolfe e�ect,which contributes to the spectrum right in the region ofthe �rst peak. We therefore get a better approximationif we use the correct value for 
m.IV. RESULTSTo analyze family I given by Eqs. (6,7), we have inves-tigated a grid of models in (t; b) space with 1 < t < 2 and0:1 < b < 1. To make sure that the models are causal,we Fourier transform the correlation function into realspace, cut it at jxj = � + �0 and transform it back. Thisprocedure prevents acausal early decay of the correlationfunction; we �nd that models with b > 1 do not signi�-cantly di�er from b = 1 after application of this causalityconstraint.For each model in our grid we then search the valuesR and the normalization � which minimize �2 when com-pared with the B98 [15] and Maxima [16] data. We alsoallow for an overall re-calibration of the B98 data by 20%and of the Maxima data by 8%. In Figs. 1 and 2 we showthe temperature and polarization spectrum for the bestmodel (long dashed lines). This model corresponds tothe best �t parameters t = 2:2; b = 1=9; 
m = 0:35 andR = 0:53. It has a value of �2 = 38, which, for 22 pointsand 4 parameters (t, b, R and the normalization), it isexcluded at more than 99% c.l. if Gaussian statistics isassumed. The main disagreement, also for this model, isfrom the high second peak. Assuming 
bh2 = 0:03 bringsthe model in better agreement with �2 = 31. However, asis clearly visible from Fig. 1, another main contributionto �2 comes from the last two maxima points. If thesepoints are disregarded, the model has a �2 which is some-what lower than the one of a typical �CDM model (shortdashed line). But it is clearly visible that shifting thespectrum does not only move the peak into the correctposition but it also reduces the width of the peak whichis already a problem for this model. It is conceivable thatthe introduction of a small amount of decoherence intothe model might somewhat enlarge the peak width andlead to a better �t. Nevertheless, present data alreadydoes not favor coherent closed isocurvature models overthe corresponding at adiabatic models. Furthermore,since the model is closed, 
� +
m � 1:2, the secondarypeaks are at smaller values of ` than in a at model, whichmakes this model easily distinguishable from a at modelwith su�ciently accurate measurements as envisaged bythe Planck satellite [52]. This di�erence of the inter-peakdistance which is given only by the values of cosmologi-

cal parameters like 
� + 
m, is also present in the thepolarization spectra (see Fig 2). Another important dif-ference is that, in general, the signal in the 50 � ` � 500band is � 50% higher for the isocurvature model. CMBpolarization is produced by Thomson scattering which isactive only on sub-horizon scales: at �xed `, the relevantphysical scales are more inside the horizon in the closedmodel and so the contribution to the signal is higher.

FIG. 1. The CMB temperature anisotropy spectrum`(`+ 1)C(T )` for our best �t model of family I (long dashed,blue) and family II (solid, black) is compared with theB98 and the Maxima-1 (short dashed, red) data. Thefamily I model is a rather good �t to the �rst peak,even if is a closed model (
 � 1:2). The family IImodel is at and is in perfect agreement with the data(�2 = 14:=18) even with 
bh2 = 0:019, as BBN con-straints suggest. A standard inationary spectrum withh = 0:65; h2
b = 0:019; 
cdm = 0:3; 
� = 1 � 
m is alsoindicated (short dashed).A much better �t can be achieved by the models offamily II. To study these models we have varied 0:3 �A;C � 1, and 0:5 � t � 1:5. Our best �t model witha value of �2 = 14:5 for 22 points and 5 parameters(A; C; t; R and the normalization) is in very good agree-ment with the data (see �g. 1, solid line), and, up to thesecond peak, is actually quite similar to a model withhigh baryon content. The model shown corresponds tothe best �t parameters A = 0:6; C = 0:7; t = 0:8; andR = 1. In this model which is at and causal, the �rstpeak in the polarization spectrum is suppressed, as hasbeen noted in Ref. [41] (see �g. 2, solid line).
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FIG. 2. The CMB polarization spectrum C(P )` s for our best�t model of family I (long dashed, blue) and family II (solid,black) is compared with a standard inationary spectrumwith the same parameters as above (short dashed, red). Thefamily I model predicts a larger r.m.s. polarization signal inthe band 50 � ` � 500. On the contrary, the lack of interme-diate scale polarization at ` � 200 in the family II model isclearly visible. V. CONCLUSIONSIn this paper we have shown that causal scaling seedmodels for structure formation can reproduce the recentCMB anisotropy data [15,16]. A �rst very simple closedmodel (family I) can be brought in reasonable agreementwith all but the last two Maxima-1 points for a baryondensity which is not compatible with the nucleosynthesisconstraint. It is interesting to note that present data al-ready slightly disfavors closed isocurvature models sincethey have a peak which is narrower than what is preferredby the data. A somewhat more re�ned model (family II)is, for a suitable choice of parameters, in excellent agree-ment with all data points in a at, �-dominated universe.The cosmological parameters of our best �t model I are
m = 
cdm + 
b = 0:35; 
� = 0:85; h = 0:65; h2
b =0:019 and those of model II are 
m = 
cdm + 
b =0:4; 
� = 0:6; h = 0:65; h2
b = 0:019. This model ispreferred by the data with respect to the 'concordancemodel' with 
m = 0:3; 
� = 0:7; h = 0:65; h2
b =0:019 and inationary initial conditions. These modelscan, however, be clearly distinguished from inationarymodels by future experiments either measuring the sec-ondary peaks or the polarization spectrum. The �rst one,a closed model, has smaller inter-peak distances than atinationary models (see �g. 1), a de�nitive lower ampli-tude of temperature uctuations for ` � 650 and a greater

r.m.s. amplitude of polarization for 50 � ` � 550; in thesecond one the �rst peak ` � 150 in the polarization spec-trum is not present (see �g. 2), which is a consequenceof causality, and the polarization amplitude is generallylower in the band 0 � ` � 800.To achieve this agreement we have suppressed vectorand tensor perturbations and have assumed perfectly co-herent uctuations. We believe that it is quite improb-able that topological defects from a GUT phase tran-sition have such a behavior. Nevertheless, there mightbe some other scale-invariant causal physical mechanism(e.g. some spherically symmetric 'neutrino explosions',see Ref. [38]) leading to seeds of this or similar type.Clearly, we only have a satisfactory model of structureformation if also the physical origin of the 'seeds' is clar-i�ed. However, the point of this work was not to �nd\the correct model of large scale structure formation"but mainly to investigate, in a phenomenological but atthe same time physically motivated way, to what extentthe present values of the cosmological parameters derivedfrom accurate CMB data analysis can still be plagued bythe assumption of the underlying theoretical model. Wehave seen e.g. that atness, 
m +
� = 1 is not mainlysupported by the position of the �rst peak but by itswidth. Clearly, once secondary peaks are unambiguouslydetected, the inter peak distance will represent anotherdirect measure of the total curvature.This investigation is rather important especially ifsome of the parameters obtained assuming the standardinationary model are in signi�cant disagreement withcomplementary, more direct observations, as the high
bh2 value seems to suggest. While present CMB datacan be regarded as a triumph for a scenario based on pri-mordial adiabatic uctuations, we have presented herephenomenological models, based on isocurvature uctu-ations, that also give a good �t to the CMB data. Fortu-nately, the concrete models proposed here have peculiarcharacteristics that future CMB experiments will be ableto detect�.Acknowledgments We thank Louise Gri�th, MairiSakellariadou and Jean-Philippe Uzan and Julien De-vriendt for stimulating discussions.This work is supported by the Swiss National ScienceFoundation.
�A systematic study of the precision with which cosmologicalparameters can be determined by the Planck satellite if themodel space is enlarged to allow for arbitrary isocurvaturemodels without seeds, is presented in Ref. [53]
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